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The Fallen
When gods walk amongst mankind, granting all the ability to wield powerful essence and magic, destruction is bound to ensue. Five gods
were banished from the heavens into the world of man, never to return again. With each having their own beliefs, the gods gained followers,
eventually created, and now rule the 4 main countries known today. They're tasked to try and maintain the natural balance of the world, but
as power swells up among their followers, this task is becoming increasingly difficult. Follow The Fallen, as they fight to prevent the
unleashing of an all out war, that'll destroy the very world they're trying to protect.
The FallenA NovelGraywolf Press
Fate of the Fallen is the start of a brand new adventure from New York Times bestselling author Kel Kade Not all stories have happy endings.
Everyone loves Mathias. Naturally, when he discovers it’s his destiny to save the world, he dives in head first, pulling his best friend Aaslo
along for the ride. However, saving the world isn’t as easy, or exciting, as it sounds in the stories. The going gets rough and folks start to
believe their best chance for survival is to surrender to the forces of evil, which isn’t how the prophecy goes. At all. As the list of allies grows
thin, and the friends find themselves staring death in the face they must decide how to become the heroes they were destined to be or, failing
that, how to survive. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
A 4-book digital collection of the bestselling FALLEN novels: FALLEN, TORMENT, PASSION, and RAPTURE, available together for the first
time in an ebook omnibus edition with a preview chapter of Lauren Kate’s novel Teardrop. And don't miss FALLEN on the big screen! The
first book in the worldwide bestselling FALLEN series is now a motion picture available for streaming.
The launch of an LGBT fantasy duology that follows a talented necromancer who must face down a deadly nemesis who has learned how to
turn her magic into a weapon.
Martin Luna struggles to rebuild his life after the death of his little brother and finds himself getting in trouble in school and at home.
Chloe King is a normal girl. She goes to class (most of the time), fights with her mom, and crushes on a boy…or two. But around her sixteenth
birthday, Chloe finds that perhaps she isn’t so normal after all. There’s the heightened night vision, the super fast reflexes – oh, and the
claws. As she discovers who she is – and where she comes from – it is clear she is not alone. And someone is trying to get her. Chloe has
nine lives. But will nine be enough?
She is a normal sixteen-year-old girl until she falls from San Francisco's highest tower, and her life changes.

Two stories: T?he third man' tells of a writer's attempts to clear the name of his dead friend. T?he fallen idol' is the story of a small
boy left in a Belgravia house with his hero, the butler and the butler's jealous wife.
A crazy, provoking epic story full of interesting true stories of the hidden lives of the local residents of Caribbean town and the
people who live in the surrounding villages, not excluding the dark and strange goings-on at the island’s landmark between the
twin Piton Mountains. Satirically funny, almost crazy, sometimes sad, a story based on the local history of the people.
A Novel For You These episodes are in times past and future, in the life of mystical ones that are destined to earth as the children
of Achievement although they are scenes for Bloodline the video game they can be enjoyed as a Family's fictional story. Janice
Marie Triplett
A dark god is rising. The dragon that threatened to destroy Talvaard and Oakvalor has been defeated. In the aftermath, Talvaard
is engulfed in civil war as generals and politicians seek the empty throne for themselves. The long-feuding elven tribes in the
Deadlands are being united by a charismatic leader and urged to attack the human kingdoms. Mordum, God of the Dead, seeks to
take human form and lead his armies across the land. The Prince of Oakvalor is accused of murdering his father for the throne and
must embark on a perilous journey to prove his innocence. In the chaos, Jovanna struggles to find her place. Events unfold that
force her to make decisions she never planned on making, and she must decide for herself what path to take. Will the balance of
the world shift too far?
From the immersive and intoxicating world of The Outside, comes the exhilarating sequel from Philip K Dick and Compton Crook
Award-nominated author, Ada Hoffmann. The laws of physics acting on the planet of Jai have been forever upended; its surface
completely altered, and its inhabitants permanently changed, causing chaos. Fearing heresy, the artificially intelligent Gods that
once ruled the galaxy became the planet’s jailers. Tiv Hunt, who once trusted these Gods completely, spends her days helping
the last remaining survivors of Jai. Everyone is fighting for their freedom and they call out for drastic action from their saviour,
Tiv’s girlfriend Yasira. But Yasira has become deeply ill, debilitated by her Outside exposure, and is barely able to breathe, let
alone lead a revolution. Hunted by the Gods and Akavi, the disgraced angel, Yasira and Tiv must delve further than ever before
into the maddening mysteries of their fractured planet in order to save – or perhaps even destroy – their fading world. File Under:
Science Fiction [ More False Gods | Inside Out | Freedom Fighters | Angels or Demons ]
In a hidden cave in the mountains of Lebanon, a man brings what has been forbidden for thousands of years out of the darkness
and into the light: the Testament of Lucifer. In Istanbul, Bravo Shaw, member of a secret Franciscan splinter sect, is unearthing the
chronicle of a conflict most ancient: the war between Good and Evil, waged to a standstill since time immemorial. But now Lucifer's
advance guard, the Fallen, has arisen. All of humankind is at risk of being enslaved by the forces of evil. Bravo, his ageless
confessor Fra Leoni and his blind sister, Emma, are the first and last line of defence against the unleashed chaos. But they may
well forfeit far more than just their lives.
Scarlet Hallow, drop-out, goth, leaves the safety of her foster family and runs away to America to find her mother. She is soon
embroiled in a mystery surrounding the elusive Daniel. Why does he figure in so many newspaper articles? What links him to the
dead and dying?Scarlet finds herself sinking into a world she doesn't understand, a world of death, love and rock and roll.
Like Ypres, Arras was a front line town throughout the Great War. From March 1916 it became home to the British Army and it
remained so until the Advance to Victory was well under way. In 1917 the Battle of Arras came and went. It occupied barely half a
season, but was then largely forgotten; the periods before and after it have been virtually ignored, and yet the Arras sector was
always important and holding it was never easy or without incident; death, of course, was never far away. The area around Arras
is as rich in Commonwealth War Graves Commission cemeteries as anywhere else on the Western Front, including the Somme
and Ypres, and yet these quiet redoubts with their headstones proudly on parade still remain largely unvisited. This book is the
story of the men who fell and who are now buried in those cemeteries; and the telling of their story is the telling of what it was like
to be a soldier on the Western Front. ??'Arras-North' is the first of three books by the same author. This volume contains in depth
coverage of almost sixty Commonwealth War Graves Commission cemeteries and is a veritable 'Who's Who' of officers and other
ranks who fell on this part of the Western Front. It provides comprehensive details of gallantry awards and citations and describes
many minor operations, raids and other actions, as well as the events that took place in April and May 1917. It is the story of
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warfare on the Western Front as illustrated through the lives of those who fought and died on the battlefields of Arras.??There are
many unsung heroes and personal tragedies, including a young man who went out into no man's land to rescue his brother, an
uncle and nephew killed by the same shell, a suicide in the trenches and a young soldier killed by a random shell whilst celebrating
his birthday with his comrades. There is an unexpected connection to Ulster dating back to the days of Oliver Cromwell and
William of Orange, a link to Sinn Fein and an assassination, a descendant of Sir Isaac Newton, as well as a conjuror, a friend of
P.G. Wodehouse, a young officer said to have been 'thrilled' to lead his platoon into the trenches for the first time, only to be killed
three hours later, and a man whose headstone still awaits the addition of his Military Medal after almost a century, despite having
been involved in one of the most daring rescues of the war. This is a superb reference guide for anyone visiting Arras and its
battlefields.

In Hymns for the Fallen, Todd Decker listens closely to forty years of Hollywood combat films produced after Vietnam.
Ever a noisy genre, post-Vietnam war films have deployed music and sound to place the audience in the midst of battle
and to provoke reflection on the experience of combat. Considering landmark movies—such as Apocalypse Now, Saving
Private Ryan, The Thin Red Line, Black Hawk Down, The Hurt Locker, and American Sniper—as well as lesser-known
films, Decker shows how the domain of sound, an experientially rich and culturally resonant aspect of cinema, not only
invokes the realities of war, but also shapes the American audience’s engagement with soldiers and veterans as fleshand-blood representatives of the nation. Hymns for the Fallen explores all three elements of film sound—dialogue, sound
effects, music—and considers how expressive and formal choices in the soundtrack have turned the serious war film into
a patriotic ritual enacted in the commercial space of the cinema.
Gas is poured. A match is lit. Another church crumbles to the ground in a heap of ashes and embers. With plans to retire
in the near future, Fire Marshal Rich Goeller is drawn into one final case that will define his legacy as an arson
investigator. When three churches burn to the ground, each with similar patterns left by an arsonist, Goeller enlists the
help of a local police detective, who happens to be his nephew. Using their combined experience, the two are closing in
on the arsonist when a tragic event threatens to destroy their investigation and shake their city to its foundation.
Riven has fought for a hard-won peace in her world, and has come to shaky terms with who and what she is—a human
with cyborg DNA. Now that the rightful ruler of Neospes has been reinstated, Riven is on the hunt for her father in the
Otherworld to bring him to justice for his crimes against her people. But when she receives an unwelcome visit from two
former allies, she knows that trouble is brewing once again in Neospes. The army has been decimated and there are
precious few left to fight this mysterious new threat. To muster a first line of defense, her people need help from the one
person Riven loathes most—her father. But what he wants in return is her complete surrender. And now Riven must
choose: save Neospes or save herself.
"Relish this moment in My favor. It is your last." Six angels once sat at the right hand of The Almighty, but an ill-fated
decision cast them out of Heaven. Now they serve Him on Earth, slaying demons for their redemption. They are...The
Fallen. Lucius, once revered at the side of God, fell to Earth with his brothers to pay penance and atone for his lapse in
leadership. Wingless and forsaken, they have all paid a price for their complicity. Lucius' hubris is now a curse, and he
cannot rest until they carry out the last of The Almighty's orders...and stop a war that has been millennia in the making.
Persephone Roberts is always in the right place at the right time, the serendipity allowing her to help people on her
travels. When it leads her to cross paths with the band of hard-living fallen angels, she sets her sights on their leader,
and is determined to restore Lucius' faith in their quest. And in himself. But the ancient evil the angels strive to fight has
put Persephone in its crosshairs. It will be up to Lucius and his brothers to save her and destroy the minions of the dark.
Can the amber-eyed beauty with her accepting heart heal wounds that cut soul deep, and force him to reclaim a glory he
once tossed aside? Is he strong enough to realize the path back to Heaven begins with her, or will he be forever...fallen?
Half-angel and half-human, Aaron commands the Fallen in their quest to protect humanity, drawing confidence from the
girl he loves as he struggles to make peace with his legacy as Lucifer's son.
There is a magical realm that exists alongside the human realm, but it wasn't always so. The firsts are beings who were
created to nurture the land. The world was split into two realms, and the firsts were allowed to redeem themselves. Sadly,
the majority continued with their self-indulgent behavior to the point where one of their own, a king, became so obsessed
with power, he was secretly banished by the court in hopes his absence would calm the masses. But a spark of madness
was ignited and not even the lost king's absence could curtail what he set in motion. The Keepers of Life series is best
enjoyed in order. Reading Order: Book #1 The Marked Son Book #2 The Fallen Prince Book #3 The Rising King
BOOK THE FIRST. AMELIUS AMONG THE SOCIALISTS CHAPTER 1 CHAPTER 2 CHAPTER 3 CHAPTER 4
CHAPTER 5 Mr. Hethcote was the first to speak again. BOOK THE SECOND. AMELIUS IN LONDON CHAPTER 1
CHAPTER 2 BOOK THE THIRD. MRS. FARNABY'S FOOT CHAPTER 1 CHAPTER 2 Amelius rose impulsively from his
chair. CHAPTER 3 The young lady spoke first. CHAPTER 4 BOOK THE FOURTH. LOVE AND MONEY CHAPTER 1
CHAPTER 2 CHAPTER 3 CHAPTER 4 BOOK THE FIFTH. THE FATAL LECTURE CHAPTER 1 CHAPTER 2
CHAPTER 3 CHAPTER 4 CHAPTER 5 CHAPTER 6 BOOK THE SIXTH. FILIA DOLOROSA CHAPTER 1 CHAPTER 2
The landlady of the lodgings decided what was to be done. CHAPTER 3 CHAPTER 4 "Rufus! I don't quite like the way
you look at me. You seem to think—" CHAPTER 5 CHAPTER 6 BOOK THE SEVENTH. THE VANISHING HOPES
CHAPTER 1 Two days later, Amelius moved into his cottage. CHAPTER 2 CHAPTER 3 CHAPTER 4 CHAPTER 5 "Let
me see the blister," said Amelius. CHAPTER 6 Toff returned to the cottage, with the slippers and the stockings. BOOK
THE EIGHTH. DAME NATURE DECIDES CHAPTER 1 CHAPTER 2 CHAPTER 3 CHAPTER 4 "Where has he been
found?" Amelius asked, snatching up his hat. CHAPTER 5 The last dreary days of November came to their end.
CHAPTER 6 CHAPTER 7 CHAPTER 8 Early the next morning, Rufus rang at the cottage gate. CHAPTER 9 Toff was the
first who recovered himself. CHAPTER 10 CHAPTER 11 CHAPTER 12
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Imprisoned for crimes she didn't commit, sixteen-year-old Orpha accepts an unusual invitation to live in a Victorian home
for fallen women-- and finds new hope. Though haunted by nightmarish flashbacks and withering in the miserable
conditions of Tothill prison, an infamous Victorian workhouse, Orpha perseveres, doing what she can to befriend and
protect the other girls imprisoned alongside her. She doesn't speak about what happened-- no one would listen. No one
would believe her. But then a mysterious letter arrives, offering her a place at Urania cottage. This experimental home
aims to rehabilitate so-called fallen women-- many of them victims of sexual abuse, suffering not only the trauma of their
experiences, but the blame and loss of reputation and livelihood. It sounds too good to be true-- but with nowhere else to
go, Orpha decides to take her chance. Soon she discovers her unknown savior is none other than Charles Dickens,
whose writing deals extensively with the plight of the lower class, and whose friendship and guidance offers Orpha a new
way to express herself. With the support of the other women of Urania and the promise of a real future, Orpha will have
to confront the darkest parts of her past-- and let go of her secrets. This atmospheric historical novel, full of
heartbreakingly real characters whose lives are all too believable, celebrates the strength and resilience of young women
throughout history. Virginia Frances' Schwartz's powerful prose, structured to echo Dickens' serialized style, illuminates
an era of startling inequality and extreme poverty. Fans of Laurie Halse Anderson's Fever 1793, Margaret Atwood's Alias
Grace, and Katherine Paterson's Lyddie will enjoy this riveting title. Named to the Amelia Bloomer book List A Notable
Social Studies Trade Book for Young People Nominated for the Geoffrey Bilson Award for Historical Fiction
In this acclaimed volume, prizewinning poet and nature writer Christopher Cokinos takes us on an epic journey from
Antarctica to outer space, weaving together natural history, memoir, and in-depth profiles of amateur researchers, rogue
scientists, and stargazing dreamers to tell the riveting tale of how the study of meteorites became a modern science.
Star FBI detective Amos Decker and his colleague Alex Jamison must solve four increasingly bizarre murders in a dying
rust belt town--and the closer they come to the truth, the deadlier it gets in this rapid-fire #1 New York Times bestseller.
Something sinister is going on in Baronville. The rust belt town has seen four bizarre murders in the space of two weeks.
Cryptic clues left at the scenes--obscure bible verses, odd symbols--have the police stumped. Amos Decker and his FBI
colleague Alex Jamison are in Baronville visiting Alex's sister and her family. It's a bleak place: a former mill and mining
town with a crumbling economy and rampant opioid addiction. Decker has only been there a few hours when he stumbles
on a horrific double murder scene. Then the next killing hits sickeningly close to home. And with the lives of people he
cares about suddenly hanging in the balance, Decker begins to realize that the recent string of deaths may be only one
small piece of a much larger scheme--with consequences that will reach far beyond Baronville. Decker, with his singular
talents, may be the only one who can crack this bizarre case. Only this time--when one mistake could cost him
everything--Decker finds that his previously infallible memory may not be so trustworthy after all...
"Now that Batman has escaped the "Knightmares," he's starting to see the forces rallying against him--and that his father
from another universe has joined the other side. The Caped Crusader finally digs into the mystery of how Thomas
Wayne, a.k.a. the Flashpoint Batman, escaped the collapse of his dimension and ended up in this part of the
Multiverse."-Aaron Corbet isn't a bad kid -- he's just a little different. archangel On the eve of his eighteenth birthday, Aaron dreams of
a darkly violent landscape. He can hear the sounds of weapons clanging, the screams of the stricken, and another sound
he cannot quite decipher. But gazing upward at the sky, he suddenly understands. It is the sound of great wings, angels'
wings, beating the air unmercifully as hundreds of armored warriors descend on the battlefield. Orphaned since birth,
Aaron is suddenly discovering newfound -- and sometimes supernatural -- talents. But not until he is approached by two
men does he learn the truth about his own destiny, and his role as a liaison between angels, mortals, and Powers both
good and evil, some of whom are hell-bent on his own destruction....
From New York Times bestselling author Ace Atkins comes a rollicking crime novel of brazen thieves, good ole boy
politicians, truck stop women—and one decent man crazy enough to fight them all... The bank robbers wreaking havoc
across the South are carrying out their heists with such skill and precision that they remind Tibbehah County Sheriff
Quinn Colson of the raids he once led as an Army Ranger. In fact, their techniques are so like the ones in the Ranger
Handbook that he can’t help wondering if the outlaws are former Rangers themselves. And that’s definitely going to be a
problem. If Colson stands any chance of catching them, he’s going to need the help of old allies, new enemies, and a lot
of luck. The enemies, he has plenty of. It’s the allies and the luck that are in woefully short supply...
The Fallen Angels Book Club has only two requirements: the members must love books and have a white-collar criminal
record. Hollis Morgan fits the bill. Left holding the bag in an insurance fraud scheme concocted by her now ex-husband,
she served her time and is trying to rebuild her life. All she wants is for the court to pardon her conviction so she can
return to law school. After one of her fellow members is murdered in a scenario straight out of a club selection, Hollis is
once again the subject of police scrutiny. Refusing to get stuck with another bad rap, she sets out to investigate her
fellow club members. Is one of them really blackmailing the others? As a second member dies in yet another bookinspired murder, Hollis realizes that time is running out. Everything rides on her finding the killer--not just her career
aspirations. She must identify the killer before she herself becomes the next victim. Everyone is convinced she knows
more than she lets on. But what is it, exactly, that is she supposed to know? The Fallen Angels Book Club is the first
book in an exciting new mystery series featuring amateur sleuth Hollis Morgan.
The Fallen: A new, pulse-pounding thriller from Eric Van Lustbader, the New York Times bestselling author of the Jason
Bourne series and The Testament. The End of Days has been predicted for the last two thousand years. Now, without
warning, it is upon us. In a hidden cave in the mountains of Lebanon, a man makes a fateful discovery. He will bring what
has been forbidden for thousands of years out of the darkness and into the light: the Testament of Lucifer. In Istanbul,
Bravo Shaw, head of the Gnostic Observatine sect, is warned by Fra Leoni of the war between Good and Evil, waged to
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a standstill since time immemorial. Now an unfathomable danger has arisen: Lucifer’s advance guard, the Fallen.
Humankind is in danger of being enslaved by the forces of evil. Bravo, Fra Leoni, and Bravo’s blind, brilliant sister,
Emma, are the first and last line of defense against the chaos unleashed by the Testament of Lucifer. All roads lead to
the Book of Deathly Things: the Testament of Lucifer. But if Bravo and Emma become privy to its dreadful secrets they
very might well forfeit far more than just their lives. In the sequel to his internationally bestselling The Testament,
Lustbader delivers a new trilogy that explores religion, politics, and civilization, that plumbs the depths of morality, that,
finally, asks us to consider what it really means to be human. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
This discounted ebundle includes: Gardens of the Moon, Deadhouse Gates, Memories of Ice, House of Chains “I stand
slack-jawed in awe of The Malazan Book of the Fallen.” —Glen Cook In this epic fantasy series, Steven Erikson draws on
his twenty years of experience as an anthropologist and archaeologist, as well as his expert storytelling skills. Vast
legions of gods, mages, humans, dragons and all manner of creatures play out the fate of the Malazan Empire, with
action and battle scenes among the most brutal and exciting in fantasy. Malazan Book of the Fallen Gardens of the Moon
Deadhouse Gates Memories of Ice House of Chains Midnight Tides The Bonehunters Reaper’s Gale Toll the Hounds
Dust of Dreams The Crippled God The Kharkanas Trilogy Forge of Darkness Fall of Light Walk in Shadow* Other books
in the world of Malaz by Ian C. Esslemont The Malazan Empire Night of Knives Return of the Crimson Guard
Stonewielder Orb Sceptre Throne Blood and Bone Assail Path to Ascendancy Dancer’s Lament Deadhouse Landing At
the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
A six thousand year war rages and now the demonic Fallen are coming for him—the one man shrouded in mystery. Only
Validus stands in their way. Validus is the last and least of God’s angels, but he’s seen much across the millennia since
his creation. Empires have risen and fallen as angelic and demonic forces battle in a raging war that will determine
humanity's fate – and the fate of his defeated brothers. Eventually called to be an earth-bound warrior, Validus rises to a
position of power and respect, commanding legions of angels through impossible battles and overwhelming odds. But
when orders arrive from the Creator's most elite Messenger, he finds himself suddenly demoted to a task of apparent
insignificance considering the fierce war they are waging against the demonic Fallen – the covert protection of one
unbelieving man. Validus soon finds himself on a mission that will push him beyond his abilities as he battles to protect
Drew Carter, for the Fallen are coming for him. Legions of them. As Validus races against time to discover why Drew is
so important to humanity's survival, can he stand between Drew and all who would destroy him?
Humanity’s super-intelligent AI Gods brutally punish breaches in reality, as one young scientist discovers, in this intense
and brilliant space opera. Autistic scientist Yasira Shien has developed a radical new energy drive that could change the
future of humanity. But when she activates it, reality warps, destroying the space station and everyone aboard. The AI
Gods who rule the galaxy declare her work heretical, and Yasira is abducted by their agents. Instead of simply executing
her, they offer mercy – if she’ll help them hunt down a bigger target: her own mysterious, vanished mentor. With her
homeworld’s fate in the balance, Yasira must choose who to trust: the gods and their ruthless post-human angels, or the
rebel scientist whose unorthodox mathematics could turn her world inside out. File Under: Science Fiction [ False Gods |
Angel Inside | Autistic in Space | Here be Monsters ]
A vibrant and meticulously constructed debut novel about familial and cultural breakdown A powerful, unsettling portrait
of family life in Cuba, Carlos Manuel Álvarez’s first novel is a masterful portrayal of a society in free fall. Diego, the son,
is disillusioned and bitter about the limited freedoms his country offers him as he endures compulsory military service.
Mariana, the mother, is unwell, prone to mysterious seizures, and forced to relinquish control over the household to her
daughter, Maria, who has left school and is working as a chambermaid in a state-owned tourist hotel. The father,
Armando, is a committed revolutionary, a die-hard Fidelista who is sickened by the corruption he perceives all around
him. As each member of the family narrates seemingly quotidian and overlapping events, they grow increasingly at odds
for reasons that remain elusive to them—each of them holding and concealing their own secrets. In meticulously charting
the disintegration of a single family, The Fallen offers a poignant reflection on contemporary Cuba and the clash of the
ardent idealism of the old guard with the jaded pragmatism of the young. This is a startling and incisive debut by a radiant
new voice in Latin American literature.
Read FALLEN, the worldwide sensation that's both dangerously exciting and darkly romantic. #1 New York Times
bestseller A USA Today bestseller One of NPR.com's 100 Best-Ever Teen Novels More than 3 million series copies in
print! There's something achingly familiar about Daniel Grigori. Mysterious and aloof, he captures Luce Price's attention
from the moment she sees him on her first day at the Sword & Cross boarding school in sultry Savannah, Georgia. He's
the one bright spot in a place where cell phones are forbidden, the other students are all screw-ups, and security
cameras watch every move. Even though Daniel wants nothing to do with Luce--and goes out of his way to make that
very clear--she can't let it go. Drawn to him like a moth to a flame, she has to find out what Daniel is so desperate to keep
secret . . . even if it kills her. "Sexy and fascinating and scary . . . I loved loved loved it!"--New York Times bestselling
author P.C. Cast
There’s a battle brewing on Earth, and it has been for centuries, between the loyal angels to God and the Fallen who
took the side of Lucifer after the Great War in Heaven. Thankfully, Earth is watched over by the Archangels and by the
lower level angels who have been ordered to take human form to keep a watchful eye on Mankind for God. Jakiele is one
such supernatural being. But the war that started in Heaven is far from over as the Fallen will do whatever it takes to
once again gain dominion over the Earth and determine man’s fate. Zadikiele is the one demon they can count on to
follow orders without question and see their evil goals to fruition. Zadikiele has no fear and will use or kill anyone who
gets in his way and is ruthless enough to take on any angel foolish enough to stand against him. Jakiele is forced into the
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fray when the woman he is forbidden to love becomes accidentally entangled in the Fallen’s malevolent plans. Zadikiele
has every intention of using her to his advantage to accomplish the Fallen’s goals and then dispose of her. And so
begins Jakiele’s race across time and space to not only save her, but mankind as well even if it means he has to give up
his own immortal soul.
An escapee from a Spanish prison hunts for his best friend’s killer in New York For more than a year, Kit McKittrick
languishes in a Fascist prison, his days spent in darkness and his nights tortured by fear of his limping jailer, whose
name he never learns. He escapes Spain with the help of Louie Lepetino, a childhood friend who came with him to fight
on behalf of the Republican cause. Back in the United States, Kit heads out West to recover from his ordeal, while Louie
returns to a life of cafés and cocktail parties in New York. But Kit’s convalescence is cut short when he learns Louie has
taken a fatal tumble out of a window, and he journeys to New York to discover who gave his savior the final push. Only a
woman could have led Louie to his death, Kit thinks, and New York is full of femmes fatales. But man or woman, Louie’s
murderer should watch out for Kit: He wants vengeance, and he’s willing to kill for it.
Ever been thrown off the bus in the middle of a Swedish forest or asked to play at one of the UK's biggest music festivals
with musicians you've just met who are covered in blood? If so you've probably been in The Fall. Dave Simpson made it
his mission to track down everyone who has ever played in Britain's most berserk, brilliant group. He uncovers a
changing Britain, tales of madness and genius, and wreaks havoc on his own life.
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